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About This Content

The Pinball FX2 VR Season One Pack adds five fan favorite tables to Pinball FX2 VR: CastleStorm, Wild West Rampage,
BioLab, Paranormal and Earth Defense. Defeat your enemy’s soldiers and raze their castles with Sir Gareth on the CastleStorm

table, defeat a crooked sheriff in a western showdown in Wild West Rampage, use your pinball skills to create a new alien
species in BioLab, investigate a series of supernatural events in Paranormal, and save the planet from invading extraterrestrial
forces in Earth Defense. Each table has been recreated with the spectacular effects you can only experience in virtual reality!
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Beautiful and original graphics. I love the cartoon atmosphere and music and even now, in early stage, it's a really fun shooter.
Maybe even one of my favorite wave-based shooters!. Virtual drums, how can you go wrong!. Who needs Madden's annual $60
roster update when you have this game?

Added bonus: on Mac and Linux.. Ok game but hated the stiff mechanics and shallow characters.. Game is fine but a little bit
lonely. Please add multiplayer.. this is not worth the money
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Scramble for Africa, like its base, Pride of Nations, are simply great games for their realism and historical accuracy. One must
be patient to play and not be goal oriented: just enjoy playing. Only defect I found in Scramble is that on the window 1 of
government they still have the leaders of 1850, so Napoleon III is still president on France in 1880 (in reality exiled in England
or dead), Tsar Nicholas I still in Russia (dead in 1880), and so on.
The diplomacy part needs a lot of work. Everything is too rigid. It is impossible to form alliances.. It's just like, I thought we
were done with these types of games in 2015?

Abandonment should just be abandonware instead. This game doesn't work correctly, I broke it within seconds of being in the
first room. I couldn't progress more than five minutes into the game because everything just stopped working.

The only scary part of the game is the volume at which screams randomly happen as stuff appears on the screen. It honestly
sounds like a lawnmower in your ears.

Let's just not anymore aigh fam jam?

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=xoFM5BDmZc0

If you found this review helpful, check out the curator page.
https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/29029552. Great classic fantasy runner. 10 out of 10 for this timekiller!. This game
is basiclly a virus that breaks your VR setup.

Crashes on start HMD turns totally off.
Upon reboot, my floor hight was over my head. Now it is just a grey room and none of my buttons work. I will have to reinstall
steamVR and run my rom setup all over again. Thanks alot,.

Finally got this gabage to work. The graphics are muddy, blurry and total trash. The Voice in the game speaks HORRIBLE
english. Sounds like a french guy with a mouth full of rocks. The floor hight is all the way to my neck and cant be adjusted with
OpenVR. The in game stterings to adjust hight do not work. Teleport only, you can't walk around like a normal human. You
can't even get close to the plants that it forces you to interact with, thus making the game come to a full stop before you even
play it.

0/10. Don't waste your money on this wannabe VR Minecraft ripoff.

Vive, Titan V gpu, 64g ram, i7 core, water cooled. (That means the problem is the game, not my rig). First Playthrough:

I didn't play the boardgame so I can't vouch for how close of an adaptation this is. That being said, I won my first playthrough as
continental army\/patriots on default difficulty and I enjoyed the game.

Interesting game mechanics - turns are random every round and your turn consists of 3 phases - reinforce -> move -> battle.
You draw 3 random cards at the beginning of your turn and play them during one of the three phases depending what the card
is. Sometimes the French\/Hessians will show up to reinforce you, sometimes you will pull a warship movement enabling you to
hit your opponent from any coast, and sometimes you won't get a movement at all. In my opinion this randomness makes you
think on your feet and makes the game pretty enjoyable.

I was worried this would be too much like Risk and it really isn't. It's fairly unique.. Game was a bit short for my liking, took
around 2 hours to finish every ending. Nice graphics, story was a bit rough and felt rushed in places. Felt more like a demo then
a full game.. Programm is good but now synchronisation with skype and other mail services it will be nice to make sync with
gmail and facebook. What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
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What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?
What The Heck, Dude?. see, this is where they get you: you buy this thinking it's a fun, exciting strategy wargame, but all you
get coming out instead is an encyclopedic knowledge of obscure Balkan geography and post-Kantian political philosophy. nice
try, Paradox!
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